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Shipping Containers
Absolute Containers has been providing quality shipping containers to clients

since 2008 and is a leading specialists in domestic and commercial self-storage

containers. Our aim is to provide clients with shipping container storage that is a

convenient and cost-effective mobile solution.

Our secure storage containers can either be bought or rented, on a short-term

or a long-term basis, allowing convenient storage access and container mobility.

We supply new and second-hand shipping containers in 6m and 12m layouts for

either hire or sale.

Advantages of purchasing a shipping container:

- Ideal container solution that is wind and water tight.

- Offers instant and affordable storage space alternative.

- Durable steel structure provides stored item security.

- Easy to transport and relocate due to containermobility.

Temporary shipping container usage is ideal:

- If you need to temporarily store items on your premises such as during

renovations, extra furniture and so on.

- The ideal for additional storage space on site.

Request a quotation today!
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Permanent shipping container usage is ideal:

- When using a shipping container as a tool shed or permanent extra storage space.

- Storage of seasonal goods or big items e.g., Christmas decorations; camping

equipment; machinery etc.

Shipping containers have durable strength suitable to withstand shipment,

storage, and handling. All container sizes are standardized across the global

industry to provide stacked shipping efficiency. Shipping containers are constructed

out of steel, where all containers sizes and types are built according to the same ISO

specifications, regardless of where the container is manufactured.

Contact our sales team for more information on our offerings.
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